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Details of Visit:

Author: Nicklius
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 17 Sep 2010 18:30
Duration of Visit: 1/2 hour
Amount Paid: 80
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.ukholly.com/
Phone: 07883597351

The Premises:

New apartment, clean, safe and very discrete. Just by Birmingham city center, easy to find and
easy to get to. 

The Lady:

Brunette, dark skin (tanned), slim, tall (5ft 10'), very very beautiful and polite lady.

The Story:

I got an appointment to meet Holly, and although on the phone they said she will be there, guess
what she wasn't. At the beginning i felt disappointed but i couldn't believe what would happen next.

I got let in to the flat by a very nice and polite lady (EE i would guess). She was the one that
explained that Holly wasn't there. After a very polite thank you but i would have preferred to see
Holly and as i was about to leave CARMEN came out from the shower.
I just stood there with no words and Holly was fast gone out of my mind. I managed to put a few
words together and ask if she was available. After a quick call to the agency she agreed and off we
went to her room.

I had a quick shower to clean my bits (although i did have a shower just before i set off, but this one
was needed in order to gain my mind and thoughts back).
We start kissing each other and rubbing our hands to each others bodies.
She went on her knees and she gave me an amazing OWO, then i got her to bed and it was my
turn to go down on her.
She tasted like heaven to me and although i didn't want to stop she asked me to stop and get into
action.
She placed the condom with her mouth and after a quick blow she sat on me.
By that point i was so excited that it didn't take long for me to feel ready to cum. I pulled myself out
and took the condom off, without even making a move or saying anything she gave me an OWO till
completion to mouth.
I was a happy chappy and so relieved and relaxed that i just wished that i booked her for an hour
rather 1/2 hour.

To my surprise and following what i have read on a different report (about Holly though) she didn't
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try to rush me out of the door. Instead she sat down next to me and start talking. Carmen said she
comes from Italy so the discussion moved into talking in Italian ( i can speak Italian, French, Greek,
English).
After about 10-15 minutes and while we were kissing Carmen asked me if i wanted to have a
shower before i go.
That meant the end of our session. And guess what i stayed there for about 45 minutes NOT
30mins as it was supposed to.

I have to admit that it was a great experience although at the beginning i felt a bit disappointed not
been able to see Holly (which by the way i believe that doesn't exist and pic was fake) but i ended
up having an amazing 1/2 hour with Carmen.

I have no complains from Carmen or from the treatment. After all both ladies were very friendly and
very beautiful.
I will definitely be going back to see Carmen and this time it will be more than 1/2 hour.
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